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Abstract 

The environment that supports life and sustains various human 

activities on this planet is widely known as Biosphere.  The 

most precious elements Air, Water and Sun light (Heat) 

monitoring the entire hydrological cycle in all economies. 

Water hoards species and their sustainable livelihood patterns, 

when it is pure at storage levels (ground, ponds, dams, seas, 

oceans…). The human livelihood expansions in urban areas are 

constantly altering the climate, lead to “consequences (flash 

floods, drought, hailstorms, gales, heat waves…)”, are 

temperate for water scarcity and huge contaminations at every 

corner on this earth. In addition, some Industries are adding 

their discharges at water flowing areas dishonestly and 

contaminating ground water. These contaminations are very 

high at the time of “Zero Flow” around summer and these flows 

are constantly injecting pollution and diseases through water 

and food, which is evaporating thousands of poor & middle 

class households money for health protection around 

downstream. The present investigation emphasis assessment of 

“water - livelihood sustainability (Health problems & expenses) 

of people” around water stream(s), which are near to the 

different kind of industrial zones. 
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